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Roadmap focus areas



Education

GC&E will be integrated into K-12 & university 
curriculum throughout the Emerald Corridor by 
meeting existing science content standards.

Internship and practicum programs will connect higher 
education students to opportunities to practice GC&E 
in businesses, nonprofits, and government agencies.

Professional development training providers will 
incorporate GC&E into their offerings.



Education: Example Details

GC&E will be integrated into K-12 & university 
curriculum throughout the Emerald Corridor by 
meeting existing science content standards.

Internship and practicum programs will connect higher 
education students to opportunities to practice GC&E 
in businesses, nonprofits, and government agencies.

Professional development training providers will 
incorporate GC&E into their offerings.

To increase equity in education, GC&E training for educators working in 
financially disadvantaged school districts will be free, while educators 
working in financially advantaged school districts will be charged a fee.

Groups of educators, experts, and advocates will network and organize to 
apply for grants.

Educators will target university classes for GC&E integration including 
chemistry, biology, biochemistry, environmental sciences, and engineering 
(particularly environmental, chemical, and civil engineering).

Existing regional and national GC&E educational initiatives will be 
adapted locally (e.g. Green Chemistry Education Roadmap).

https://www.acs.org/content/acs/en/greenchemistry/students-educators/education-roadmap.html


Education: Metrics

• Number of teachers integrating 
GC&E into curricula

• Number of teachers, schools, 
and departments that have 
committed to integrating green 
chemistry by signing the Beyond 
Benign Green Chemistry 
Commitment

• Amount of funding received to 
integrate GC&E into education

• Number of course syllabi (K-12 
and university) recommending 
textbooks or online resources 
that focus on or incorporate 
GC&E

• Number of regional faculty 
attending and presenting at 
GC&E conferences, or on GC&E 
topics at other conferences

• Number of schools and 
individual teachers with a public 
commitment to GC&E 

• Number of internships available 
in GC&E

• Amount of funding received for 
GC&E internship programs

• Number of job descriptions 
requiring GC&E skills

• Number, quality, and depth of 
GC&E professional development

https://www.beyondbenign.org/he-green-chemistry-commitment/


Research

Develop a ubiquitous call for ongoing research funding for 
critical issues.

Intersectoral collaboration will lead to more circular product 
design.

Aspirational GC&E research goals and entrepreneurship 
will be funded through financial and other incentive 
programs.

Frameworks and tools will be developed to consistently 
identify safer alternatives, increase their adoption, and 
avoid regrettable substitutes.



Policy

Local and state governments will collaborate with 
policymakers, NGOs, consultants, businesses, and advocacy 
groups to develop templates for successful policies.

A system to rapidly identify and address emerging hazards will 
be developed to prevent harm to human and environmental 
health.

Governments in the Emerald Corridor will establish their 
regions as prime locations for manufacturers using GC&E 
principles.

Local officials will be more aware of the importance of GC&E 
for the health and safety of their constituents.



Promoting Policy

Image: Copyright Seattle Post-Intelligencer http://www.seattlepi.com/



Business & Economic 
Development
NGOs, businesses, governments, industry associations, 
and academic institutions will implement environmentally 
preferable purchasing (EPP) policies.

State and local governments and industry associations will 
provide GC&E incentives and support to all businesses at 
all stages of development.

Businesses and industry associations will partner with 
online retailers to apply product search algorithms that 
incorporate GC&E into search result rankings.

Governments will leverage Departments of Commerce to 
identify business incentives (financial, equipment, etc.) for 
GC&E and publicize these widely.



Communication & Outreach

GC&E groups will communicate with a broad audience to build awareness.

GC&E-focused groups will build connections with organizations working 
toward related goals to optimize resources, synchronize messaging and 
avoid duplicating efforts.

Local governments will communicate the influence of GC&E on community 
resilience, especially to public safety departments.

Manufacturers and retailers will gain increased knowledge about sustainable 
products and sustainable product design.

Organizations will create and disseminate communications that investigate 
and report on how business implementation of GC&E policies leads to cost 
savings, employee satisfaction, and brand perception.



Environmental & Social Justice

Environmental and social justice training will be provided to all employees.

Groups will provide inclusive pathways to GC&E employment and careers 
with ongoing support.

Organizations will develop and implement initiatives and systems to 
ensure consideration of environmental and social justice in the planning 
phases of projects.  

Grantmaking agencies will show preference in funding groups that have 
accounted for environmental and social justice in their project plans.

Groups will report progress when restoring environmentally degraded 
areas where disproportionately impacted communities live, work, and play.

https://www.seattle.gov/rsji/resources


How do we continue to advance 
the roadmap?

• What steps can we take? What steps are others 
taking?

• What current activities do you see that are 
advancing the roadmap?

• What do you see as the biggest barriers to 
advancing the roadmap?



Creating Safer,  Sustainable Product Choices

PrISM



Goals of PrISM

• Multi-attribute: Sustainable 
Products are multi-attribute; not 
good to focus on one area only. 

• Consensus: Broad design principles 
and parameters that are flexible, 
but meaningful.

• Transparency: In principles, tools, 
and formulation; allows for fair 
comparisons

• Long-term benefits: improve 
human & environmental heath, 
eliminate waste, reduce 
atmospheric carbon and increase 
global social well-being.



PrISM™ v1.0
• Freely and publicly available

• Funded, or peer-reviewed by:
• WA Dept. of Ecology (guide entrepreneurs, consider chemical choices)

• OECD (sustainable plastics from the chemicals perspective)

• UN Development Program (developing country and social considerations)

• Interface Carpet (holistic: Chemistry, Carbon and Circularity)

• 3D Printing Roundtable (sustainable materials, emerging technology)

• OR DEQ (newly engaged, AA criteria for food packaging)

• Most holistic framework
• Integrates a variety tools to use in a complimentary way

• Make tradeoffs transparent

• Access at: https://goo.gl/CqWxH4 or go to 
www.northwestgreenchemistry.org and select the PrISM news item
• Open workbook and start with tab 1 (Intro and Design Principles)

• Each tab walks through guiding questions, examples

• Later tabs provide guidance on supporting tools

https://goo.gl/CqWxH4
http://www.northwestgreenchemistry.org/




SCOPING AND DESIGN 
GOALS  

Goals:

To clarify your 

sustainable

product design 

objectives 

and to ensure 

consideration 

of the full product life 

cycle.



FEEDSTOCK

Goal: 

To use base feedstock 

that preserves natural 

capital (maximizes 

resource efficiency), 

while providing 

performance and 

other sustainability 

benefits.



Goal: 

To produce and manufacture 

products in a way that 

maximizes resource 

efficiency and eliminates 

toxic chemicals and 

pollution in order to protect 

workers and those who live 

around the production or 

manufacturing facility who 

may be exposed to 

chemicals and other 

emissions from production 
and manufacturing. 

PRODUCTION 
& MFG



Goal: 

To minimize or 

eliminate hazards in 

products and pollution 

during the use stage 

of the product's life 

cycle; to maximize 

resource efficiency by 

preventing the 
generation of waste

USE

Photo credit – Farmgirl Flowers



END OF LIFE ASSESSMENT

Goal: To maximize resource efficiency by eliminating waste, hazards 

and pollution associated with the fate of chemicals, materials and 

products after use. Waste may be mitigated by designing a product for 

longevity and durability, or for reuse and recycling.

https://www.goboxpdx.com/



WHOLE PRODUCT ASSESSMENT

Goal:  To maximize resource efficiency and to eliminate toxic chemicals

and pollution over the entire life cycle of the product.  To drive innovation 
and not just incremental improvements

Photo credit - gorgeousandgreenevents.com/blog/tag/floral-foam/Photo credit – Floral Soil LLC



EVALUATION & 
OPTIMIZATION

Goal:

To encourage 

transparency, to 

identify opportunities 

for improvement, to 

avoid unacceptable 

tradeoffs and to ensure 

consideration of all of 

the sustainable design 

principles.



INTERACTIVE 

FRAMEWORK

PrISM – Next Steps
• Create interactive 

web-based
workbook from the 
linked spreadsheet

• Make tradeoffs & 
decision criteria 
transparent

• Refine social impact 
considerations  

• Ensure that it is user 
friendly & trainable



CASE STUDIES & FOCUS GROUPS

Interactive, web-based 
PrISM will applied:

• Focus groups --
industry and educators

• Case studies for a 
range of product types

• Content for training 
based on user needs



Growing PrISM to v2.0



Transforming PrISM v2.0

October 26-28, Redmond, WA. 

We need feedback by 10/19 to incorporate it 

into v2.0 before GiveCamp!

http://seattlegivecamp.org/



Discussion

Go to: https://goo.gl/CqWxH4

• Where are the holes? What is missing?

• What examples do you see of people using these tools or 
methods?

• How could this support your work?

• How do we better translate this into a business case? Do 
we need a scorecard or rating system?

• How can we streamline?  Make this more user-friendly?

• What challenges do you run into?

• What would make this a more useful tool for you to use 
with businesses?

• What would make this a more useful tool for businesses?



PrISM development: Feedback 
due 10/19 for v2 and the app!

Lauren Heine <lheine@northwestgreenchemistry.org>

Anna Montgomery <amontgomery@northwestgreenchemistry.org>

Amelia Nestler <anestler@northwestgreenchemistry.org>
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THANK YOU FOR 
YOUR TIME & 
CONSIDERATION

Lauren Heine <lheine@northwestgreenchemistry.org>

Anna Montgomery <amontgomery@northwestgreenchemistry.org>

Amelia Nestler <anestler@northwestgreenchemistry.org>
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Slide 35

/XX

Visit www.saferalternatives.org 

for details

Upcoming Events

Conference

Webinar

ChemSec Marketplace and its role in advancing safer 

alternatives: Focus on phthalates

Register on our website: www.northwestgreenchemistry.org

http://www.northwestgreenchemistry.org/

